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Basic Leverage Cycle

Asset Prices UpLeverage Up

Leverage Down Asset Prices Down

On new loans.  
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Opposite with old loans. 



Leverage Cycle Precursors

Boom-Bust Story

Minsky (1977), Kindleberger (1978)

No model or mathematics in either story.

No collateral. (Definition of leverage is debt to 

earnings.)

Driven by extrapolative (irrational) expectations.
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Collateral

1) Bernanke-Gertler 1986: 

Default based on asymmetric info – corporate finance 

approach.

2) Holmstrom-Tirole 1997: Also corporate finance approach

3) Kiyotaki-Moore 1997: Canonical model of macro. ∞-

horizon, two agents. These three papers changed macro. But 

They ignored changes in leverage.

4) Geanakoplos 1997: General equilibrium model (perfect 

competition, price taking). More abstract. Arbitrary # of 

agents but 2-3 periods. But in long run maybe get theorems.

Focused on how leverage is determined. 4 / 18
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Collateral Equilibrium

(Geanakoplos 1997)

See also Geanakoplos-Zame 2014

Just as general as GE or GEI

no ad hoc costs

no ad hoc information asymmetries 

Agents default unless they put up collateral. 

Goods are durable (stocks and flows)

Default endogenous

Collateral is endogenous
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Endogenous Leverage

How can one supply equals demand equation 

determine both the: 

loan price (i.e. interest rate)

and the 

collateral rate (i.e leverage) for new loans?
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Standard Economic Theory:

Equilibrium (supply = demand) determines interest rate.

In my theory:

Equilibrium determines Required Collateral or Leverage

as well.

Endogenous Leverage
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Redefine financial promises

As pair:

(Promise, Collateral)

with a different, competitive price for each pair.                 

Can imagine many alternative promises with same 
collateral. 

Each has its own competitive price in collateral 
equilibrium.
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Credit Surface 

(Geanakoplos 1997)

All contracts j offered on market simultaneously.

Each contract trades at its own equilibrium price.

Lenders decide which ones to buy and borrowers decide 

which ones to sell. Nothing bilateral.

In equilibrium, every contract market must clear, and have 

same amount of buys and sells (often zero on both sides).
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1+rj

LTV
100%LTVj*

1+r
A

B

Credit Surface

Endogenous Leverage: lenders and borrowers separately choose where

On the credit surface they want to trade, taking LTV and r as given

Rational choice of contract, given (rational) expectations about future
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Credit Surface and Tight Credit

In the old interest rate centric macroeconomics, what 

does tight credit mean? 

Tight credit doesn’t mean too high riskless interest 

rate.

Tight credit means a steep credit surface. Agents can’t 

borrow more unless they pay higher interest.
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1+rj

LTV
100%LTVj*

1+r
A

BCredit Surface

Rational choice of contract, given (rational) expectations about future

Looser 

Credit

Tighter 

Credit
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Outline

1) Collateral Equilibrium:

Endogenous Leverage, Credit Surface

2) Volatility and Leverage  Connect Vol, Lev, Asset Prices

Binomial Economies

3) Leverage and Asset Prices

4) Leverage Cycle Mechanisms

5) Leverage Cycle 2003

6) 2007-09 Crisis: Test Case for the Leverage Cycle

7) Central Banking: Credit Surface in Practice
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Volatility and Leverage 

High

Leverage

Low

Volatility
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Leverage and Volatility

Wall Street practitioners know that higher volatility 

implies higher margins. 

But I believe I was the first to point out, in 2003, that 

for the macroeconomy, higher uncertainty means 

tighter credit conditions, in a theorem.

This came before the crisis of 2007-09.

Brunnermeier and Pedersen 2009 also emphasized link 

between volatility and credit conditions.
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Commodities Market 09/15/1917
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Commodities Market History 
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dU

dD
dD < dU

Binomial Economies

Arbitrary endowments

Arbitrary utilities

One risky asset Y

Serving as collateral

Y
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dU

dD

U

D

Family of debt contracts

Asset Y 

Payoff

45o
Debt contract promise j< j*
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dU

dD

U

D

Family of debt contracts

Asset Y 

Payoff

45o
Debt contract j< j* delivery

Net payoff of buying asset on margin

through debt contract j< j*
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dU

dD

U

D

Family of debt contracts

Asset Y 

Payoff

Debt contract promise j>j*

45o
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dU

dD

U

D

Asset Y 

Payoff

Debt contract promise j>j*

Net payoff of buying asset 

on margin through contract 

j>j*: Arrow U security (dU-

j,0)

Debt contract j delivery

45o
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dU

dD

U

D

Family of debt contracts

Asset Y 

Payoff

45o
Max min contract j*
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dU

dD

U

D

Family of debt contracts

Asset Y 

Payoff

45o
Max min contract j*

Net payoff of buying asset on 

margin through contract j*: 

Arrow U security (dU-j,0)

25 /
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Borrower betting on U



Endogenous Leverage and Default in Binomial Economies

Fostel-Geanakoplos (2015)

True with all binomial trees, multiple assets, arbitrary 

preferences, arbitrary endowments.

Special risk-neutral case proved in Geanakoplos (2003)
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Financial Assets vs non-Financial Assets

Financial Asset = Agents get no direct utility from holding 

the asset and productivity of the asset is independent of 

owner. 

e.g. Shares of General Electric stock

e.g. Securitized Mortgage

e.g. Collateral on Repo Market

Non-Financial Asset = Agents get direct utility from 

holding asset, or productivity of asset depends on owner. 

e.g. House

e.g. Factory that depends on manager

Literature has mixed together these two kinds of collateral.
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Binomial MaxMin-No-Default Theorem with Financial 

Assets

If two states and financial assets, only non-contingent 

promises

Then in equilibrium everyone lends and borrows via one

maxmin contract = Biggest promise with no default.

Not true for non-financial collateral, like houses

Repo market vs mortgage market

Not true if asset is more productive for some than others

Not true for more than two states
28 /
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dU

dD

U

D

Space of debt contracts

Asset Y 

Payoff

Debt contract promise j>j*

Arrow U

security

Debt contract delivery

Contract Promises and Deliveries

Will never happen with financial assets!
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dU

dD

U

D

Family of debt contracts

Asset Y 

Payoff

45o
Max min contract j*

Net payoff of buying asset 

on margin through contract 

j*: 

Arrow U security (dU-j,0)

Will always trade maxmin with financial assets!

So no default in binomial economies with financial assets.

But possibility of default determines level of credit
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1+rj

LTV
100%LTVj*

1+r
A

B
Credit Surface

In Binomial Economies

Everybody chooses to trade at A if collateral is a financial asset.

Financial Asset

Active trade

Always here

Non-Financial

Asset maybe

Active trade

here
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1+rj

LTV
100%LTVj*

1+r

A

BCredit Surface

in Binomial

Economies

Greater Leverage due to Reduced down risk of 

collateral payoffs: A → A.              LTV = (dD/p)/(1+r) 32 / 18

Looser 

Credit

Tighter 

Credit

A

B



Volatility and Leverage

Binomial Economy Theorem 

High

Leverage

Low

Down Risk

For financial assets
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Outline

1) Collateral Equilibrium:

Endogenous Leverage, Credit Surface

2) Volatility and Leverage

Binomial Economies

3) Leverage and Asset Prices

4) Leverage Cycle Mechanisms

5) Leverage Cycle 2003

6) 2007-09 Crisis: Test Case for the Leverage Cycle

7) Central Banking: Credit Surface in Practice
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Consequences of Leverage

and

Changing Leverage
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Leverage and Collateral Prices

Higher

Asset Prices

Higher

Leverage

If interest rates the same

WHY? 

Leverage boosts demand

with heterogeneity. 
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Leverage and Asset Prices

In 2003 I made this idea the central theme of the 

leverage cycle.

As leverage goes up and down, asset prices go up and 

down.
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Leverage and Asset Prices

Nobody had said this before (except possibly Minsky, 

who had no model).

Other work on collateral also did not have this idea, 

because they didn’t mention changing leverage.

Bernanke-Gertler (1996) and Kiyotaki-Moore (1997) 

had positive feedback between asset prices and 

borrowing (credit cycles) but they never considered 

the effect of leverage on asset prices. 
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Leverage and Asset Prices

Can Show this:

Across Equilibria Or Inside the Same Equilibrium

As in Geanakoplos 2003 in special risk neutral case

In 2014 Fostel-Geanakoplos proved theorem
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Fostel-Geanakoplos 2014:

3 Binomial Economies with same (arbitrary) utilities 

and endowments, where one risky asset is a financial 

asset. 

Economies defined by Contracts Available

N-economy: No contracts

L-economy = Leverage Economy: All non-

contingent promises collateralized by Y

Arrow-Debreu economy
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Fostel-Geanakoplos 2014:

Theorem: If the interest rate is the same in all three 

economies, then the equilibrium price of Y and 

production of Y is higher in the L-economy than in the 

N-economy.

Further, if agents have no future endowments of 

goods, other than output of period 0 assets, then the 

equilibrium price of Y and production of Y is higher 

in the L-economy than in the Arrow-Debreu economy.

Need agent heterogeneity for strictly higher. 
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Paradox: not only is Leverage price higher than No 

leverage price, but Leverage price can be higher than 

Arrow-Debreu price

Agents constrained from borrowing to demand more Y 

because of lack of trust.

But in a model with complete trust, where everyone could 

borrow as much as he wants by selling any promise, there 

could be less demand for Y, despite access to more credit.

Second result more surprising
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Collateral Value

If want to borrow, need to hold a house.

If want to bet on U, need to leverage a house purchase.

In Arrow Debreu can borrow without holding any 

particular asset, and can purchase Arrow securities 

without holding any particular asset. So house price 

rises above efficient level because of constraint.

Housing. Education

Collateral value creates deviations from Law of One 

Price in same equilibrium. 43 /

18



Leverage and Pricing

Binomial Economy Theorem 

Higher

Asset Prices

Higher

Leverage

For financial assets, if Interest Rate Unchanged
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Outline

1) Collateral Equilibrium:

Endogenous Leverage, Credit Surface

2) Volatility and Leverage

Binomial Economies

3) Leverage and Asset Prices

4) Leverage Cycle Mechanisms

5) Leverage Cycle 2003

6) 2007-09 Crisis: Test Case for the Leverage Cycle

7) Central Banking: Credit Surface in Practice
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Leverage Cycle Idea

High

Leverage
Low

Volatility
High

Prices
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Dynamic Leverage Cycle

High

Leverage
Low

Volatility

High

Prices

Shock that greatly worsens bad tail 

(Volatility-Leverage Mechanism)

Low

Leverage
High

Volatility

Low

Prices
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Static Leverage Cycle

High

Leverage
Low

Volatility
High

Prices

With Heterogeneous agents, High Debt means Fragile 

Economy.

So small shock to expected payoffs can cause big price 

crash

Wealth redistribution mechanism
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Debt and Fragility: Wealth Redistribution Mechanism

1) Heterogeneity is key

2) Agents who like “houses” the most will buy them 

leveraged

3) If debt is big enough, or shock is big enough, they 

will have to sell a lot of houses to repay loans

4) But then a small decline in housing prices when 

they are selling makes them much poorer, reducing,

rather than increasing, their housing demand
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Debt and Fragility: Wealth Redistribution

5) If borrowers have much higher MPC housing 

(which is why they borrowed) then aggregate net 

income effect counteracts substitution effect.

6) Equilibrium becomes fragile. A small shock to 

quantities might require a big change in price to 

restore equilibrium.

7) With still bigger debt, get multiple equilibria.
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Given any smooth Walrasian economy and any interior 

Pareto optimal allocation. Suppose there is some good and 

two agents who have different marginal propensities to 

consume (MPC) the good at the Pareto allocation.

Heterogeneity and Enough Debt implies Fragility.

Then there is a reallocation of endowments giving rise to 

the Pareto optimal allocation as a fragile Walrasian

equilibrium. The reallocation might involve debt.

Heterogeneity and More Debt Implies Multiplicity

Extending the net trades even further gives multiple 

equilibria.

Debt, Fragility, & Multiplicity: Ben Ami- Geanakoplos 2017
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Y

Thinking Outside the Edgeworth Box

Demand stable at no trade
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Y

Thinking Outside the Edgeworth Box

Demand gets flatter if A has higher MPC Y than B 

A

B
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Y

Debt: Thinking Outside the Edgeworth Box

Demand very flat
→ Fragile Equilibrium
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Y

Debt: Thinking Outside the Edgeworth Box

Demand upward sloping
→ Multiple Equilibria



Leverage Cycle

High

Leverage
Low

Volatility
High

Prices

High Debt means Fragile Economy

Small shock that worsens bad tail (scary bad news)

Low

Leverage
High

Volatility
Low

Prices

Combines both mechanisms 
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Scary Bad News

(Bad news that 

Increases volatility)

Is normal
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Leverage Cycle

• Long Period of Low Volatility and Financial 

Innovation leads to Increased Leverage & Laxer 

Credit Standards

• That raises asset prices and Increases Activity.

• And makes economy more vulnerable. Borrowing2

• (little) Bad news decreases all valuations.

• Most leveraged = most enthusiastic buyers lose 

most

• That lowers asset prices more

• Then increased uncertainty lowers leverage

• CDS suddenly appearing lowers prices more

• Central banks should smooth leverage cycle.
• Restrain leverage in booms
• In acute stage of crisis, Fed must prop up leverage.

• If in aftermath, depressed asset prices stay too low 
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Leverage Cycle

• Seems like common sense. 

• Yet major implications still not accepted, even if more 

attention paid to it:

• Empower Central Banks to 
regulate leverage

• Put endogenous leverage – credit 
surface into large macro models

• De-Stigmatize Default and 
Forgiveness
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The Merchant of Venice

Shakespeare got this

Right 400 years ago.

Who can remember the 

interest rate Shylock charged 

Antonio and Bassanio?

Bassanio is no fool.

Quality of Mercy
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Related Ideas

1) Limits to arbitrage and marginal buyers is related 

to Schleifer-Vishny (1997).

2) Also related to the notion of margin calls and 

margin spirals developed later in Brunnermeier-

Pedersen (2009), including possibility of multiple 

equilibria.
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Related Ideas

3) Also related to later work of Bloom (2009) on 

uncertainty shocks

4) Heterogeneity is modeled by Geanakoplos (2003) 

as different priors. This is related to literature on asset 

prices and heterogeneous beliefs in Harrison-Kreps 

(1978), Abreu-Brunnermeier (2003), and Scheinkman-

Xiong (2003).
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Heterogeneity Consistent with Leverage Cycle

Natural Buyers vs Public

• Differ in risk tolerance.
• Difference in future endowments, so different hedges

• Might use assets for production.
• Might get higher utility for holding assets (houses)

• Differ in ability to hedge.
• Differ in sophistication and knowledge.

• Or just more optimistic (different priors)
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Heterogeneous Beliefs

Leverage Cycle does not rely on irrationality.

It relies on heterogeneity.

Geanakoplos (2003) had optimists and pessimists, but 

these are based on different priors. 

All agents correctly update by Bayes rule.
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Heterogeneous Beliefs

Contrast with Shiller irrational exuberance of investors 

or Shleifer et al.

I agree that there are psychological elements. This just 

makes the leverage cycle bigger.

Shiller suggested to me an interpretation of the 

leverage cycle as irrational exuberance of lenders, 

instead of animal spirits of investors. 
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Behavioral Models of Leverage

Thurner-Farmer-Geanakoplos (2012) is a behavioral  model of 

the leverage cycle in which lenders use past volatility to set 

margins. So volatility↓ →leverage↑ →prices↑ link is there.

Different “funds” use different levels of leverage. Funds get 

more money after they do well. So rising prices causes most 

leveraged firms to get more money, and raises overall leverage.

Assume funds have more stable beliefs than public. Then rising 

prices enriches leveraged funds and so lowers volatility. So

Behavioral model also explains reverse leverage cycle, prices ↑ 

→ leverage ↑, volatility ↓,  making endogenous feedbacks.

Leverage then causes fat tails and clustered volatility, because 

of margin calls. 66 /

18



Basic Leverage Cycle

Asset Prices UpLeverage Up

Leverage Down Asset Prices Down

Key driver of leverage could be rationally anticipated volatility.

Key driver could be extrapolative beliefs
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Leverage Cycle vs Credit Cycle

The Leverage Cycle is not the same as a Credit Cycle.

A Leverage Cycle is a feedback between asset prices 

and leverage. A credit cycle is a feedback between 

asset prices and borrowing.

A Leverage Cycle always produces a Credit Cycle, but 

not vice versa.
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Credit Cycles vs Leverage Cycles

The classical models of macroeconomic financial frictions

produce credit cycles, not leverage cycles. In Kiyotaki-Moore

(1997), to the extent leverage moves at all, it is counter

cyclical.

Gertler-Kiyotaki, Brunnermeier-Sannikov all have counter

cyclical leverage. In demand driven leverage, or moral hazard

driven leverage, when things are bad the return available to

borrowers rises, so they want to leverage more and the

lenders think they care about the business more and so feels

safer giving them a higher leverage (not bigger loan, but

bigger ratio of loan to equity).
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Outline

1) Collateral Equilibrium:

Endogenous Leverage, Credit Surface

2) Volatility and Leverage

Binomial Economies

3) Leverage and Asset Prices

4) Leverage Cycle Mechanisms

5) Leverage Cycle 2003

6) 2007-09 Crisis: Test Case for the Leverage Cycle

7) Central Banking: Credit Surface in Practice
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John Geanakoplos, 2003

Proceedings of Econometric Society 2000 World Congress

(long before crisis of 2007-09)
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All the Ingredients are Here

1) Collateral

2) Endogenous Leverage

3) Counter-cyclical volatility (scary bad news)

4) Optimists vs Pessimists

5) Leverage Cycle Dynamic with both wealth 

redistribution and volatility-leverage mechanism
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3 Period C –Model

Y pays dividends at end

X pays 1 at end for sure

h

h

h

1-h

1-h

1-h

At U volatility of asset value is zero and expectation is high

At D volatility of asset value is high and expectation is low

Counter-cyclical volatility. 

.2
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Consumers: Need heterogeneity. 

Simple case: 

H = {h  [0,1]} continuum

All risk neutral

Only care about terminal consumption

Probability of up is h for each consumer h so higher h 

means more optimistic.

Endowments for every h  H of 1 unit of X and 1 unit 

of Y at 0 and nothing else.
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Loans and Collateral

At each non-terminal node, agents can use 1 unit of Y

to collateralize any non-contingent promise (j,j) in the 

immediately succeeding states. 

Question: 

What will be the price of Y relative to X at each node?
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U

UU

UD

DU

DD

D

0

h

1 – h

1 – h

1 – h

h

h 1

1

1

.2

So what is price at 

0 and D?

1

?

?
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U

UU

UD

DU

DD

D

0

h

1 – h

1 – h

1 – h

h

h 1

1

1

.2

.95

.69

1

Crash at D

Crash really bad; news not.
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U

UU

UD

DU

DD

D

0

h

1 – h

1 – h

1 – h

h

h 1

1

1

.2

Marginal buyer at 0 

= .87.

Marginal Buyer at 

D = .61

.95

.69

1

Crash really bad; news not.
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Price Drop of 26 points from 0 to D is bigger 

Than any agent thinks is justified by the news.

Agent h = 1 doesn’t change his mind at all. 

Marginal buyer h = .87 thought it was worth (1-(1-

.87)2)1 + (1-.87)2(.2) = .98 at 0 and then .87(1) + 

.13(.2) = .90 at D, which is a drop of 9 points.

Two thirds of drop in price comes from drop in 

marginal buyer rather than from bad news.
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Leverage Cycle

At 0 lots of optimists, and leverage is high because 

uncertainty about prices at time 1 is not so big.

Crash at D because:

1) get a little bad news about payoffs of Y.

2) optimists (people with high marginal propensity to 

buy Y) lose money, and lose lots of it because they 

were so leveraged into Y at 0.

3) Leverage at D goes way down because uncertainty 

about value of Y is much higher.
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h=1

h=0

Leverage Y 

Hold Riskless 

bond and X

h0 = .87

h=1

h=0

Leverage Y 

hD =.61

s=0 s=D

Bankrupt

Hold Riskless 

bond and X

Fall in price due more to drop in marginal buyer than shock
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1+rj

LTV

100%73%

A

B

29%

B

1.057

1

1.44

Credit Surface

s=0

Credit Surface

s=D

A



Leverage Cycle Crashes Always Have same three aspects plus 

feedback:

Bad news makes everyone value assets less.  But bad 

news is also scary, creating more uncertainty and more 

disagreement = high volatility

Leveraged buyers (optimists) crushed, some go 

bankrupt, others insolvent and functioning poorly.

De-leveraging because nervous lenders ask for more 

collateral
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Highs and Lows

Leverage makes the asset price higher than it would 

have ever been without leverage.

But the low is lower than it would have been without 

leverage.

The gap between high and low is thus much bigger 

than it would have been.
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Irrational Exuberance?

Agents foresee the crash and what will happen. Not 

irrational exuberance.

Why don’t investors who foresee the crash, when returns 

will really be high since the price will be so low, simply 

wait for the crash?

Some do. The Warren Buffets of the world. But there 

aren’t enough of them to prevent the crash.

h=.86 thinks asset is worth .98 but doesn’t buy at .95
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X

Public = Pessimists

New Marginal buyer
New Optimists

Price falls more than any agent thinks it ought to 

because marginal buyer changes

Warren Buffets
Original Marginal buyer
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U

UU

UD

DU

DD

D

0

h

1 – h

1 – h

1 – h

h

h 1

1

1

.2

.95

.69

1

If long loans available at 0,

wouldn’t they be traded,

eliminating the crash?

Maturity Mismatch?
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Maturity Mismatch

Short term borrowing on long term asset

Optimists at D still think asset will do well, but 

because their loans come due, they must sell, which 

causes the crash

If had long term loans, they wouldn’t have had to sell

But they wouldn’t take them at time 0 if they were 

available! Because by binomial no default theorem, 

then can borrow so little long -- only .2.
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Multiple Leverage Cycles

Fostel-Geanakoplos (2008)

again written before the 2007-09 crisis

Leverage cycle in one asset can create boom and bust 

in another asset, i.e. contagion. If same buyers in two 

markets, crash in one market means more opportunity 

in first and less wealth to spend in second.

One aspect of the contagion is the flight to collateral 

when credit gets tight (an explanation of flight to 

quality)
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Outline

1) Collateral Equilibrium:

Endogenous Leverage, Credit Surface

2) Volatility and Leverage

Binomial Economies

3) Leverage and Asset Prices

4) Leverage Cycle Mechanisms

5) Leverage Cycle 2003

6) 2007-09 Crisis: Test Case for the Leverage Cycle

7) Central Banking: Credit Surface in Practice
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2000-2006 boom, 2007-2009 Crash

Leverage Cycle presented in 2000, published in 2003. 

Does it fit the boom and bust of 2000-2012?

Need to:

1) show boom and crash in prices

2) show parallel boom and bust in leverage

3) show parallel countercyclical changes in volatility

4) identify the little bit of scary bad news that 

triggered the crisis
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Leverage and mortgages securities pricing
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Leverage and housing prices
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Glick-Lansing FRBSF 2009
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Glick-Lansing FRBSF 2009

Leverage is debt to equity in this San Francisco Fed study
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Glick-Lansing FRBSF 2009 96 /
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How did crash start?

Conventional view is that housing prices suddenly fell, and 
fell more than anyone imagined, so banks lost huge money, 
and that rippled through economy.

My view: Housing prices had been going up because of 
increasing leverage, but LTV can’t go above 100, so 
increase bound to stop as LTV approached 100.

Scary bad news of delinquencies + credit default swaps
creation in mortgages at top of cycle led to dramatic fall in 
BBB prices before big fall in housing prices.

Led to tightening of collateral on houses.  That led to 
dramatic fall in housing prices.  Then government did not 
intervene properly in housing market, and prices fell 
further.
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Housing Leverage Cycle

Margins Offered (Down Payments Required) and Housing Prices
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Case Shiller National Home Price Index (right axis)

Observe that the Down Payment axis has been reversed, because lower down payment requirements are correlated with higher home 

prices.

Note: For every AltA or Subprime first loan originated from Q1 2000 to Q1 2008, down payment percentage was calculated as 

appraised value (or sale price if available) minus total mortgage debt, divided by appraised value.  For each quarter, the down payment 

percentages were ranked from highest to lowest, and the average of the bottom half of the list is shown in the diagram. This number is 

an indicator of down payment required: clearly  many homeowners put down more than they had to, and that is why the top half is 

dropped from the average.  A 13% down payment in Q1 2000 corresponds to leverage of about 7.7, and 2.7% down payment in Q2 

2006 corresponds to leverage of about 37. 

Note Subprime/AltA Issuance Stopped in Q1 2008.

Look More Closely at Timing

Housing Peak at Q2 2006

Slightly down Q4 2006

CDS created on subprime late 2005

ABX securities index 

collapses Jan 2007

Then housing prices start to free fall
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Bank Runs vs Leverage Cycles

Bank run or Panic is popular narrative for crisis of 

2007-09. See Geithner and Bernanke books.

Popularized by Gorton, who said crisis reminiscent of 

bank panics of 1907 and before.

But bank runs like Diamond-Dybvig are based on 

“tragedy of the commons”logic. If everyone else is 

pulling money out of underwater bank, then I should 

too in order to get pro rata share instead of nothing.

Collateral is not a public resource but a private 

resource. 102 /

18
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Bank Runs vs Leverage Cycles

But flavor of bank runs can be found in collateral 

equilibria if there are multiple equilibria, without 

common resource.

Maybe at D there might be multiple equilibria? If 

everyone thinks Y is worth more at D, then optimists 

won’t have to sell as much to pay off debt, and then 

the price can turn out to be higher?
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Bank Runs vs Leverage Cycles

In leverage cycle example just presented, with linear 

demand, equilibrium is unique.

But with different preferences can get multiplicity. 

Assume all agents h € [h1,h0] think prob(D) =1 but 

prob(DU) =1. They all behave like old agents in 

equilibrium, but now get a new equilibrium if people 

expect old equilibrium when they get down to D, then 

gov announces price will be higher.
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Bank Runs vs Leverage Cycles

Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009) had multiplicity, in 

special  model. 

Student Yaniv Ben Ami had key idea. The bigger is 

leverage, the more likely is multiplicity.
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Bank Runs vs Leverage Cycles

Slutsky Equation:

Dy/dp = ∑idyi/dp|subs +  ∑iMPCi(ei – yi)

So if agents with high marginal propensity to consume 

y are being forced to sell it, the income effect can 

reverse the substitution effect. Get upward sloping 

demand, hence multiplicity.

High enough debt creates multiplicity.

But was debt that high in 2007-08?
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Outline

1) Collateral Equilibrium:

Endogenous Leverage, Credit Surface

2) Volatility and Leverage

Binomial Economies

3) Leverage and Asset Prices

4) Leverage Cycle Mechanisms

5) Leverage Cycle 2003

6) 2007-09 Crisis: Test Case for the Leverage Cycle

7) Central Banking: Credit Surface in Practice
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Credit Surface in Practice

Lenders worry about collateral. Also worry about 

reliability and income of borrowers. Though

macroeconomists have not made much of the credit 

surface, real world investors do all the time. In

practice, interest rates depend on many credit-

quality indicators.

Credit quality can be measured directly in terms of 

ratings for corporations or FICO score for individual

borrowers. In addition one might expect debt 

payment to income or debt to wealth to be important 

variables in determining the loan rate.
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Credit Surface Changes over Time

These changes indicate whether credit is getting 

tighter or looser.

And whether the economy is cold or hot.
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Different Credit Surfaces

David Rappoport (Washington Fed) – John 

Geanakoplos
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Notes: 30-year, 1st lien, fixed non-IO, purchase, conventional, FNMA and FHLMA Mortgages.
Source: Geanakoplos and Rappoport (2018) using Black Knight Financial Services, LPS Applied 
Analytics.
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Notes: domestic non-financial firms, 7-10-year maturity, rating ≥ B-, total debt at least total bond debt, OAS in [5, 3,500], estimates use at least 45 bond-day observations per rating-leverage 
bins.
Source: Geanakoplos and Rappoport (2018) using Bank of America, Bond Indices, Compustat, and CRSP/Compustat.
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Notes: 3-year loans.
Source: Geanakoplos and Rappoport (2018) using Lending Club.
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Leverage and Borrower “Credit Quality”

Punishment is older incentive than collateral to induce 

repayment.

Can model punishment as utility loss λh per (real) 

dollar defaulted by agent h. (Dubey-Geanakoplos-

Shubik 1988). Proxy for FICO.

As real incomes rise, default punishment gets bigger 

relative to marginal utility of consumption, so 

incentive to default goes up in bad times, and goes 

down in good times. 
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Pro-cyclical lending terms 

Hence rational lenders will toughen lending terms in 

bad times and loosen them in good times. Just like 

collateral constraints (assuming countercyclical 

volatility).
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The Leverage Cycle, Cont’d.
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Credit Feedback Externality

Thus credit terms are usually pro-cyclical. With 

incomplete markets, this could create negative 

externalities. 

In fact, that is precisely my understanding of the 

rationale for central bank interventions in the credit 

markets.
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I would recommend that central banks and the OFR 

map out the credit surfaces for important collateral, 

and publish the surfaces quarterly.

I recommend that the central banks couch their 

analysis in terms of which parts of which credit 

surfaces they regard as too tight or loose, and what

affect their interventions in the riskless interest rate 

will have on the whole credit surfaces.

Credit surface and monetary policy
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Did the Fed anticipate that Quantitative Easing 

would dramatically loosen the corporate credit 

surface but not the mortgage credit surface?

I further recommend that central banks intervene

directly in

non-riskless parts of the credit surface, as the Bank of 

Israel did in limiting leverage on mortgages to 60%

and as the Fed did in the crisis to make loans at higher 

LTV than the market was willing on credit card, auto

loan, and student loan securities.

Credit surface and monetary policy
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Debt Forgiveness

Marking loans to market.

Then consider debt relief. 

Another policy tool.
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